
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Available from Appointed Distributors 

Killoran Slate Quarry Limited 

Portroe, Nenagh, Co. Tipperary 

 

Phone:   067 23030    Website:     www.killoranslate.ie 



 

Product range 

Riverstone                                                      

beautiful roof. Great alternative to the indigenous 

Del Carmen                                             

Del Carmen is a high quality slate with a distinctive 

faintly-rippled riven texture, deep blue-black colour 

and characteristic longitudinal grain, which adds a 

truly spectacular style to any roof. Darker alternative 

Domiz                                                      

Domiz is premium slate which is durable and gives a 

beautiful textured finish to your roof. Its distinctive 

Silverstone slate has a deep blue-black colour with a 

distinct blue tinge in sunlight, and is attractively 

material, making it a contractor’s favourite.   

Sarria                                                              

Sarria is unique blue-black slate with visible mineral 

inclusions, which is exceptionally uniform offering a 

very smooth appearance.  

 

 

 

Selections and thicknesses 

Ultra (5-6mm) 

 

 

Celtas (5-7mm) 

 

Heavy (7-9mm) 
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Available from Appointed Distributors 

Killoran Slate Quarry Limited 

Portroe, Nenagh, Co. Tipperary 

Ph: 067 23030    Web: www.killoranslate.ie 

Silverstone                                              

material from Argentina which creates a naturally 

speckled with inert mineral inclusions. Ultra light 

Strong robust slates. Achieve a solid long lasting slate roof.  
Using smaller sizes with more FIXINGS per square metre. 
Beautiful strong shadow line. Best used  in Severe Exposure  
sites. Much sought after for their RUSTIC slate appearance. 

and RESTORATION of traditional slate roofs. Loved by  

 
Slating Contractors. Easily fixed and least waste.

textured finish. Popular in rural Ireland for New slate roofs
variations in thickness  and flatness providing an attractive
Customary SORTING & Grading recommended. Moderate 

Minimum SORTING required. Highly consistent thickness 
and very regular flatness for an excellent roof finish.   
Best suited in regions of Moderate Exposure. Ideal for 
steep pitches with no foot trafic or where weight might  
be a concern. Slim shadow line and beautiful appearance. 

roof timber dimensions are a concern. Looks beautiful. 
mansard and steep pitched roofs where slate weight and
flatness achieving a stunning slate roof finish; suitable for IRISH Killaloe slates for RESTORATION Projects.  

Riverstone is a  grey/green phyllite roofing slate 

with a subtle green tinge. Our totally unique roofing 

Firsts (5-6mm) 

PRE-SORTED for maximum consistency of thickness  and 

to old Blue Bangor slates.  

and Binn Dubh slates & Welsh PORTMADOC slates. 

natural colour, texture and grain make it suitable for 

coastal and severe exposure areas. Matches Irish  Ahinney 


